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Newsletter of the Home Wing of Van’s Air Force — Builders and Fliers of Van’s RV Series Aircraft

It was a sad day last week for me, too, as I helped Chris Lund ferry his plane to it’s new home in Auburn, WA. I
remembered scenes like this from our 2001 flight of three -6A’s trip together to Alaska, ranging from spectacular
views of the Ruth Glacier on Denali (above), to 3 miles and less visibility take-offs to get ahead of the weather in
BC. But, I’ll always have a seat available for Chris. (besides, he’s a good riveter!)
-kevin
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Events Calendar
Meeting coordinator:

Randall Henderson

Future Meetings
May -- TBD
June -- No Meeting, but don't miss the Fly-In!
July -- TBD

503-297-5045
MONTHLY MEETING:

Project: Kent Byerley's RV-9A
Address: 22781 NE Airport Rd, Hanger A1, Aurora, OR
Date: Thursday April 10, 2003
Time: 7:00 pm
Phone: TBD
NORTH

The April meeting will be at Kent Byerley's Hangar on
Aurora Airport. Kent is building an RV-9A and is in the
wing stage.
From Portland:
Take I-5 South, take the Canby/Hubbard exit, turn left at
the first light (Arndt Road), then turn right (south) on
Airport Road. Turn right at the sign for Pacific Coast
Avionics. Kent's is the easternmost bay (closest to Airport Road) in the hangar bank that's south of Pacific
Coast Avionics. Park next to Airport road in front of the
building, or in the Pacific Coast parking lot.
Flying:
The identifier is KUAO. Look for the Pacific Coast Avionics building just south of Aurora Aviation near the
middle of the field. Kent's hangar is the easternmost bay
in the bank of hangars one taxiway south of Pacific
Coast avionics. There is room for a number of planes to
park between Pacific Coast and the taxiway in the grass,
but the taxiway must be kept open to allow the other
hanger owners access to their planes.
Plane Pool!
Members who plan to fly to the meeting are encouraged
to take this opportunity to share any empty seats with
still-building types. A good way to offer or ask for a
seat is to use the oregon-rvlist email list.

Van’s

EAA CHAPTER 105 Pancake Breakfast:

Learn to eat grits on the first Saturday of every month
at Twin Oaks Airpark, 8:00 am, $5.00 (usually lot’s of
RVs to look at, too!)
This month: 4/5/2003
EAA CHAPTER 105 Monthly Meeting:

Third Thursday of every month at the EAA 105
hangar/clubhouse, Twin Oaks Airpark, 7:00 pm.
www.eaa105.org for details
This month: 4/17/2003
EAA CHAPTER 782 Monthly Meeting:

Fourth Tuesday of every month at Pearson Air
Museum, 7:00 pm.
This month: 4/22/2003
EAA CHAPTER 902 Monthly Meeting:

Second Wednesday of every month at Mulino Airpark
7:00 pm
This month: 4/9/2003
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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This Month’s Contributors
Randy Lervold - second of three
articles, tests new props . Randy
still handles the newsletter e-mail
distribution too.

Bob Haan has more tool tips this
month- don’t let your wife read it
though, or she’ll know what happened to her utensils!

Randall Henderson—monthly
meetings and fly-out activities

Kevin Lane—editor, got the “bold”
thing down, working on the “old”
part.

Here’s Your Chance
When I was having breakfast at the Aileron
Café the other Saturday I was struck with an idea. So
many people there I recognize, yet don’t know their
names. It’s embarrassing. I know that I’m not alone on
this however. It’s an engineer thing, right? Or maybe,
no, purge that thought, a getting older thing? Anyway,
my idea is to expand the member roster to include a
thumbnail photo. Everyone knows who Randy Lervold
and Bob Haan are now, right, just look to the left. And
while we’re at it include a photo of your plane and your
wife. This might alleviate the phone calls that start out,
“um, hi, um, ah, Mike’s wife, is Mike home?”, or worst
yet, “honey, why was your friend calling me Julie?
Who’s Julie?”. Besides, our wives put a lot into our
projects, it would be smart to give them more recognition. I’m hoping that most of you have access to a digital camera. If not, I can catch you at a meeting, breakfast, or fly-in. I find that I use the member roster a lot.
Randy’s idea to organize it by project type has been
very helpful. I would like to add the quickbuild status
to it also, so I don’t have to call everyone with my
scratch-build-project type question. (am I the only one?)
Maybe we can produce the list on CD. If someone
would say “hey, that project would be a great way for
me to contribute to my homewing”, that would be better
yet. Here’s a chance for even an out-of-state member to
feel a part of the group. If my brother from Chicago
who isn’t even a member or pilot can contribute, I’m
sure you could find something to say. Am I starting to
sound like I’m raising money for a non-profit radio station?
-kjl

Mike McGee - editor (shown with
his wife, whose name isn’t Julie!)

He ain’t heavy, he’s my Whirlwind! (real men heft
Hartzells :-)
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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March Home Wing Meeting
It was a dark and stormy night…
...so we all drove to the airport!

Another great turnout for the Home Wing meeting, RV-9A (quick build) builder Joe Miller, his wife Char and their
able bodied rivet assistant Mike Robertson hosted the March meeting at Joe's hanger on the Hillsboro airport. Once
again I didn't get a head count but the hanger was full. After the usual mingling, pointing and picture taking Don "the
Duck" Wentz climbed the ladder and brought the meeting to order.

Guest speakers included the owners of a fast-glass builder's assistance shop out of the Phoenix area. They are looking at expanding into builder and owner assistance for RVs and were in the area visiting Van's Aircraft. They offer
builder assistance as well as annual maintenance and repair. All staff mechanics are licensed A&P or IA and work is
done as if the planes were to be certifiable.
The Miller aircraft is powered by an IO-320 with Airflow Performance injection, LightSPEED ignition on the right,
and a three blade Whirlwind composite prop on the nose. This will be one really nice traveling machine with a
Dynon AHRS EFIS, IIMorrow avionics, ACS engine monitor, a Tru-Trak two axis autopilot and two little round
steam gauges (backup airspeed and altimeter) for nostalgia purposes. Power is distributed by a Control Vision EXP
Bus, a nice pre-packaged unit that does away with a lot of circuit breakers and puts all the switches, circuit protection,
distribution bus and connection points all in one compact package. You couldn't do a package like this for less
money if you did it yourself buying individual parts.
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As an also resident of the Northeast Tees at the Hillsboro airport I frequently stop in at Joe’s to check on the action.
The attention to detail on this project is fun to watch. Little things like anodizing the canopy slide rails and latch handle to match the red interior. In anticipation of long future flights the wings are plumbed for tip tanks. The parking
brake valve is nicely out of sight tucked under the cabin air duct on the floor.

Speaking of cabin air ducts, you 6/6A builders that have yet to nail down your battery location or install the air door
in your firewall may want to look at the floor duct setup on the RV-7’s & 9’s. The battery is moved to the firewall,
the air door is lower center in front of where the battery was. The duct piece is preformed with louvers to direct heat
evenly down by your feet and out just in front of the fuel selector. Laird Smith is making the mods to install this system in his 6A.

Take note of these new cable bulkhead fittings. These are available from
Aircraft Spruce, are more robust and easier to install than the ones on the right.

The Miller’s 9A is not your typical RV but it'll be going places your typical RV doesn't usually go. Joe's longstanding goal of flying to Switzerland will be one step closer this summer when they plan to get this bird in the air.
Sounds like a great trip, I like trips like that in an RV...
Mike
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In Search of The Ultimate Propeller: Part 2
By Randy Lervold

In Part 1 I laid out the reasons for my quest, detailed my
objectives, and identified the propeller options I had
chosen for consideration. With Part 2 we delve into testing procedures, and installation and testing of the first
prop option.

Testing
In speaking with other builders, but especially with the
prop vendors, I learned that there is a real lack of hard
empirical test data. Without
good data how can one make
an objective decision? The
answer is that you can't,
therefore I resolved to do the
best job of testing I could,
not only for myself but for
others in the RV community
as well.

As with many projects, the scope of this one has crept.
Instead of simply installing and testing the Whirl Wind
150 against the Hartzell, I have entered into an agreement with Whirl Wind to expand the scope of the test to
include a two-blade model as well. A noncounterweighted version of their model 200C will also
be included in the test. More info on this prop can be
found at www.whirlwindpropellers.com. Props are an
important element in the performance of our aircraft and
the more we know about how these various props work
with our airframes the better decisions can be made.
Therefore
the
extra
time
and
effort here
should pay
dividends
for me, and
also
the
rest of you
making
decisions
on propellers.

12/29/02 saw a break in the
weather here in the Northwest so out we went to collect the "before" data. I chose
to do the testing near gross
Installation
weight because A) it would
of
Whirl
allow me to take a passenger
Wind 150
to assist with data collection,
Test equipment: Prop Tach 3 optical tachometer, guaranteed to S e r i e s
and B) most performance
be accurate within 1 rpm. Radio Shack Sound Level Meter with I have a
figures are shown at gross
several scales as well as A and C weighting. Heuer analog stop- Woodward
weight in order to be conserM o d e l
vative and show worst case.
B210776-A prop governor as purchased from Van's.
Frequent backseater Randy Griffin was drafted for the
Whirl Wind recommends that Woodward or McCauley
task and we planned for the test to be close to my
governors have their pressure relief value reset to 475
plane's 1,800 lbs gross weight. Fuel was noted for each
lbs due to the smaller piston in the prop hub. This is
test and gross weight at that time computed. Contents of
done to avoid overspeeding under extreme high-temp
aircraft (people, equipment) were weighed post-flight to
conditions. Apparently under high-speed and highverify weights. In all I think this is fairly sound data.
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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power settings with the oil very hot it can thin out to such an extent that adequate oil pressure to move the blades to
the coarse pitch needed cannot be maintained. Consequently I removed my governor when I removed the prop and
sent it to Sullivan Propeller in Hayward, CA which was the shop Jim Rust recommended. In talking to Brian Sullivan
I learned that the Woodward governors can be readily reset where the McCauley's cannot. Be so advised if you plan
to make this type of swap.
On 1/1/03 pal's Griff and Jeff joined me to do the ceremonial prop hanging, although we knew we couldn't finish the
installation since the governor was still not back. Hanging the prop was made quite a bit easier by the light weight.
Picking up this prop compared the Hartzell is truly a shock. Jeff thought he could hold it with one hand but I wouldn't
let him for fear he'd drop my brand new prop.
The spinner parts including the backing plates and fill plates behind the blade roots, are very high quality pieces. The
precision of both these fiberglass parts and the the hub assembly is truly impressive. There is a front bulkhead in the
spinner that engages the front flange on the hub -- this can only work with very precise manufacturing.
One bit of advice for those who remove their props: I noticed quite a buildup of film in the crank center, visible with
the prop removed. My guess is that it was either lead or carbon that had deposited itself on the inner walls of the hollow crank from centrifugal force during operation. My engine/prop only had 287.5 hours on it, I can only imagine
what that would look like at 500 hours or more. The moral to the story is to always inspect that area, and clean as
necessary, if you ever remove a prop.

Installation of Whirl Wind 200C
Coming soon. In the mean time there was an article comparing the 200C to several other aerobatic props run in the
June 2001 issue of Sport Aerobatics magazine that you might find interesting. You can download it (Word doc) from
my web site at www.rv-8.com/Prop.htm.
Test results
CURRENT STATUS: As of 2/19/03 baseline Hartzell data has been collected, the Whirl Wind 150 installed, and
testing completed on it. I am presently waiting for the third prop, the Whirl Wind 200C. Data is presented in the tables below, interpretation and conclusions are included at the end of this section as the process unfolds.

WEIGHT
Test: weigh each propeller assembly complete with spinner using digital race car scale.
Notes: this might seem an obvious test, but I wanted to verify the exact difference in weight and not rely on manufacturer's claims.
Since weight is an important parameter I wanted to get accurate data here too. I calibrated the scales twice and also
measured other known weight items and it all crosschecked accurately. The stainless steel spinner screws were nearly
a pound (laying under the prop in the pic) so perhaps they weighed the prop/spinner without the screws. My scale
showed the WW 150 alone with no spinner or screws at 28 lbs. At any rate, this prop swap will result in a net weight
Manufacturer's claim

Actual weight

Note

Hartzell

55 lbs for prop alone

59 lbs prop & spinner

3 lbs for Van's spinner kit

WW 150

29 lbs prop & spinner

31 lbs prop & spinner

prop-only measures 28 lbs

WW 200C
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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reduction of 28 lbs, or from my former aircraft empty weight of 1,116 to 1,087... wow! Of course this will change the
CG. I measured the arm and created another W&B spreadsheet to compute CG and loading scenarios. Taking 28 lbs
off the nose of course shifts the CG aft. In my computation I can still put a 240 lb pax in back, but aft baggage will be
limited to about 40 lbs. I will compare my theoretical calculation with an actual computation by weighing the plane
again with the above mentioned scales. They're the same scales I weighed the plane with the first time right after finishing it.

CLIMB

Test: time climb 2,000' to 5,000'
Conditions: W.O.T., full rich mixture, 2,700 rpm, maintain 120 mph (Vy)
Notes: RPM measured with optical prop tach, time measured with stopwatch.
Time

rpm

OAT

Avg.ROC

Hartzell
Run 1
Run 2

1:48
1:49

WW 150
Run 2
Run 3
Run 4

1:50
1:44
1:48

2,695
2,695

39°
40°
Average:

1,666 fpm
1,716 lbs Max rpm allowed by governor
1,651 fpm
1,692 lbs Max rpm allowed by governor
1,659 fpm 1,704 lbs

2,705
2,700
2,700

36°/35°
40°/35°
39°/35°
Average:

1,636 fpm
1,730 fpm
1,666 fpm
1,677 fpm

Weight

1,667 lbs
1,640 lbs
1,637 lbs
1,648 lbs

Note

2/8/2003
2/8/2003
2/8/2003
What is effect of 56 lbs?

WW 200C
Run 1
Run 2
Run 3

Test: note IAS and TAS
Conditions: W.O.T., 1,000' msl

Hartzell
Run 1
Run 2
WW 150
Run 1
Run 2
WW 200C
Run 1
Run 2
Run 3

IAS

TAS

rpm

OAT

219 mph
220 mph

219 mph
220 mph

2,698
2,696

39°
40°

1,698 lbs Max rpm allowed by governor
1,674 lbs Max rpm allowed by governor

215 mph
215 mph

215 mph
215 mph

2,705
2,702

41°
41°

1,625 lbs Note lighter test weight
1,622 lbs Note lighter test weight

Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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CRUISE
Test: note IAS and TAS
Conditions: W.O.T., 2,500 rpm, 8,000' msl, leaned to 50° rich of peak
Notes: RPM measured with optical prop tach. M.P. measured with ship's gauge (Van's Aircraft), OAT measured with
ship's OAT gauge (previously verified accurate).

IAS

TAS

rpm

M.P.

OAT

Weight

186 mph
187 mph

206 mph
207 mph

2,500
2,500

22.5"
23.0"

15°
16°

1,698 lbs
1,660 lbs

Reason for difference in MP?

181 mph

203 mph

2500

22.75"

26°

1,685 lbs

Note lighter test weight

Run 2
181 mph
WW 200C
Run 1
Run 2
Run 3

203 mph

2500

23"

27°

1,628 lbs

Note lighter test weight

Hartzell
Run 1
Run 2
WW 150
Run 1

Note

Notes: RPM measured with optical prop tach. Results consistent with previous top speed measurement of 217 mph
TAS taken on 65° day -- lower OAT will yield higher power.

NOISE
SPL C-weighted

SPL A-weighted

M.P.

Note

Hartzell
2300 rpm
2400 rpm
2500 rpm

112 db
110 db
108 db

102 db
100 db
98 db

20.0"
20.0"
20.0"

Obvious resonance at 2300

2600 rpm

108 db

98 db

20.0"

Whirl Wind
2300 rpm
2400 rpm
2500 rpm

107 db
107 db
107 db

20.0"
20.0"
20.0"

2600 rpm

106 db

20.0"

5 db quieter!

Test: note sound pressure level meter reading at head level position in cockpit at various prop speeds
Conditions: 20.0" manifold pressure cruise setting
Notes: The Hartzell has always exhibited a "droning" at certain rpm. I was curious to note whether this was measurable or not -- as you can see from the data it is. Takeoff SPL was measured twice at 114 db.
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About A and C weighting: Since the ear is not equally sensitive to all
frequencies we need to take this into account when we measure sound.
This is usually done with "weighting" curves by giving less weight to
the frequencies to which the ear is less sensitive. Several different
weighting networks have been developed over the years. The one which
has been found to best describe human hearing is the A-weighting network. This reduces the low frequency response and some of the high
frequencies as shown in the diagram.
Another weighting curve, more useful in estimating the attenuated noise
when personal hearing protectors are used, is the C-weighting network.
Note that the C-weighted curve is a more accurate representation of actual sound pressures and hence it a better predictor of hearing damage.
Personally, I would always look for a C-weighted measurement when
evaluating headphones or anything related to the audio system in your aircraft since that the actual energy your hearing organs are physically subjected to.

Interpretation & conclusion
Hartzell HC-C2YK-1BF:
•

Heavy, and due to it's weight yields a very fwd biased CG in the RV-8 application. This can be mitigated partially
by locating the battery in the aft baggage compartment but this is a compromise due to reduced accessibility and
the longer/heavier cables required.

•

Performs remarkably well given it's pitch profile which is.designed for slower aircraft

•

Not well suited for non-counterweighted crank O-360s due to vibration and resonance issues, especially if electronic ignition or high-compression pistons are used.

Whirl Wind 150:
•

Significantly lighter, 28 lb net weight reduction. This yields virtually the ideal CG location for the RV-8. With
the heavier Hartzell when flying solo I could only trim down to about 90 mph when on approach and then had to
hold back pressure on the stick to get approach speeds below that. With the 150 I could trim right down to 75
mph and still have one turn left on my trim knob. My spreadsheet shows that I can still put a 240 lbs pax in back
plus 40 lbs in the aft baggage compartment and not exceed the aft CG. Lastly, and this is subjective, the plane
feels more responsive in trim (not that it needs to), probably due to the mass reduction up front.

•

Significantly quieter, 2,300 rpm resonance is completely gone. I wouldn't necessarily say it is any smoother, both
props are smooth, but definitely quieter.

•

Spinner assembly comes fully finished, just needs paint.

•

This prop needs a high pressure governor. I recommend you only use this prop with the the Jihostroj (Czech)
governor. I've seen one in person and it appears to be a very nicely built item. The simple fact of the matter is that
due to it's smaller hub piston the 150 needs the higher pressure to operate reliably. There is no apparent downside

Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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to operating with higher pressures.
•

The 150 is essentially a match with the Hartzell in climb. The data suggests the 150 may be slightly better but the
test weight was also 56 lbs less, therefore calling it a tie seems reasonable.

•

The 150 is 3.5 mph slower in cruise

•

The 150 is 4.5 mph slower at top speed

•

In all, the 150 is an excellent choice for many builders, especially where light weight and quiet operation are priorities. The small performance differences will not be measurable or noticeable to many (most?) RV pilots. The
weight reduction, and resulting improvement in CG and increase in useful load, is significant and should not be
overlooked for the small speed differences. Is the 150 right prop for me given my objectives? I won't know until I
test the 200C, but I sure like the way it feels on the plane!

Whirl Wind 200C:
•

Coming soon

Next installment: installation and testing of Whirl Wind 200C — will the 2-blade be faster?

Could Ya’ Give Me A Haan?
-- Bob Haan

Bags of Shot and Artists’
Spatulas
Clamping is an important part of being accurate. As we
work on our projects, we learn the more clamps the better. Bags of steel shot can be very handy clamps. A bag
of steel shot can be used to clamp items that appear to be
impossible to clamp because they are unusual in shape or
because there is no edge that can be reached and locked
on to. You do not need to have an edge in order to clamp.
When you are solo in your shop, bags of shot can substitute for the person who is not there to hold the work while
you drill, file, saw, etc. Put the shot bag where the assistant would have put their hands.

Bags of shot can be purchased at GI Joes. Look for them
in the hunting department. Five pound bags of steel shot
are $10 and 10 pound bags are $20.
(Continued on page 12)
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(Continued from page 11)

You will be amazed at how often you use this tool. Here is an example from yesterday. I was working on the ailerons and I needed to have the leading edge extend over the edge of the work bench. Recall there is a heavy balancing
bar (High Tech term for cast iron water pipe) in the leading edge which would cause it to fall on the floor. Solution,
place a shot bag on the trailing edge.
While you are in GI Joes, go to the marine section and buy some anti-skid sheets of rubber used to keep plates on the
table when the seas get rough. Placing this material under the object that is being held in place by a bag of shot will
significantly improve clamping forces. When you need to place tools on the plane, to prevent scratching the surface
or having the tools slide off, place them on an antiskid sheet.
Artists’ Spatulas look like small versions of cement trowels. They have a zigzag zee shape between the handle and
the blade. This shape makes it possible to set the spatula down on the top of the handle with the blade in the air.
Spatulas are very handy tools for reducing the mess one can make when using ProSeal to seal the fuel tanks. Keeping
the blade and the ProSeal off the work bench is the way to avoid creating a giant ProSeal mess. Spatulas are also
handy tools for placing and shaping fiberglass resin.
Several blade shapes and sizes are available. Spatulas can be purchased at Michaels Arts and Crafts in the paint tubes
and brushes section for $5.50.
-Bob

Can You See Me Now?
I’ve been riveting my -8 fuselage these past few weekends. One problem I’ve always had was communicating
with the “bucker” who is typically on the other side of a sheet of aluminum. It really makes you mad to start riveting
when the other guy isn’t ready. Also, with the gun running, it is too loud to yell if something starts to go wrong. So,
thanks to a long expired college degree in computer science, I immediately recognized that we would need a binary
level of non-multiplexed data transmission, basically, yes/no, on/off, go/stop (IBM likes ones and zeroes). I was
quickly off to Home Depot to pick up a door bell switch and a cheap flashlight. I won’t insult you with the wiring
schematic.
This worked out really well. I put the light on the floor where
we could both see it. When the bucker is ready he steps on the door
bell switch to light the flashlight. The riveter rivets until he thinks it is
done, or until the light goes out. No more of those conversations,
“ready?”, “yup”, “OK?”, “yup”, “ready?”…. (not unlike the “can you
hear me now?” guy for Verizon!)
Now I’m sure there is someone out there saying heck, I could
build a wireless system with numeric readout, you could rate the quality of each rivet, even have codes for restriking a rivet. Not for $7 I
bet. Plus I didn’t mess up the flashlight, just jammed wires certain
places, so I still have a working flashlight. Remember, we’re building
ONE airplane, well, maybe two or three, but no more.
-kjl
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OK

, here’s a test of your RV building skills. It certainly had me scratching my head. The drawing is of the
RV-8 foreward fuselage floor assembly (dwg 36). It can be completely riveted without the use of any
pop rivets. Right, it just jumps out at you, obvious. I suppose the directions might tell you how it is done, but then it
takes longer to locate them than it does to rivet the thing.( Frank Justice, we need you, well, I do at least!)
So, first you rivet the aft crossmember(802L) to the floor panel(822), as well as the left and right floor ribs (the
triangular pieces, 836) and the other R&L floor ribs (802M). Rivet the floor panel to the fuselage around the perimeter and along the aft portion of the landing gear boxes (not seen here, they’re underneath). Rivet the central portion
of the 850 skin (T-shaped) by bending the sides up in order to buck the rivets in the triangular floor ribs. The side
portions of 850 can be squeezed onto the aft cross-member after the sides are tucked under the fuselage side skins.
Don’t rivet the rear yet because the downstream belly skins have to be tucked under first. Now we’re ready to attach
the foreward cross-member(802K), but wait, we have to rivet it to the 850 skin first while we can reach under it.
Next we can rivet the cross-member(802K) to the floor panel, and squeeze the sides of 850 to the floor ribs(802M).
The forward skins(851) are pretty easy as long as you remember to tuck the sides under the fuselage side skins first.
The hinge and the cooling ramp? Apparently left over from an idea of an adjustable cowl flap that never really
worked. No one could give me any other reason for the hinge connection to something non-removable.
So, simple, huh? Heck, guys making, what, a dollar an hour, built yours!

-kjl
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I Finally got the LAEV set to go!!!.........I'll be
bringing it to S-N-F so those of you attending can see it,
feel it, smell it etc. in person.......Unfortunately I won't
be able to stay the whole week since I have to be back
in a few days. I'll post later in the week what my schedule will be.........If Paul (Lamar) can arrange for us to
have the Rotary tent during off hours, I'll demonstrate
dis-assemble and re-assemble of the LAEV (Lamar viation Electric Variable) for those interested in seeing this
and it's innards.
Perry Mick

You probably are already aware of this page, but I
have found it most useful when planning my panel, it's
at www.epanelbuilder.com. Best of all it's free!
See you at the next meeting,
Nelson Lyon
RV9A wing kit
Tualatin, Or

(note - I asked Perry about the “lumps”. He said
they are part of the airfoils used, not mistakes. They
don’t show when seen face on, see below)

(must be one of those Russian jobs) Tracy’s PSRU reverses the prop direction on the 2.17 reduction model. A price
hasn’t been set yet, but we are expecting it to be significantly less than say MT, which doesn’t say much :-).
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RV Accidents
complied by Brian Moentenich

O

n October 6, 2002, about 0905 central daylight time, an experimental amateur built Golden RV6A,
N609CG, registered to and operated by an individual, impacted the ground at the Moton Field Municipal
Airport, Tuskegee, Alabama. Visual meteorological conditions prevailed at the time and no flight plan was filed for
the 14 CFR Part 91 personal flight. The airplane was destroyed. The private-rated pilot, and one passenger were fatally injured. The flight had originated from Greenville, Alabama, about 0830. Witnesses saw the airplane with the
propeller windmilling above the runway at midfield. The airplane turned towards the runway, the nose pitched up,
and the airplane descended nose low impacting the ground right wing and nose low. The airplane impacted the
ground about 200 feet to the right of the runway centerline, and cart wheeled before coming to rest. Fuel was found in
the airplane's fuel system. The airplane was equipped with a Chevrolet 262 cubic inch V-6 engine. The engine is being removed from the crash site and will be examined in more detail at a later date.
On September 10, 2002, at 1230 central daylight time, an amateur-built Lorin RV-8A, N54LF, sustained substantial damage during landing at the Brodhead Airport, Brodhead, Wisconsin. During the landing, the nose landing gear
strut bent rearward and the airplane nosed over. The 14 CFR Part 91 personal flight was conducted in visual meteorological conditions without a flight plan. The pilot was not injured and his passenger received minor injuries. The local
flight originated at an undetermined time.
On August 18, 2002, about 0936 eastern daylight time, a homebuilt Reviere Vans RV6A, N747ES, operated and
registered to an individual, impacted with a concrete wall of a dry dock at the Port of Tampa, Tampa, Florida. Visual
meteorological conditions prevailed at the time, and no flight plan was filed. The local personal flight was conducted
under 14 CFR Part 91. The airplane was destroyed. The two commercial-rated pilots were fatally injured. There were
no injuries to anyone on the ground. The flight had originated from the Peter O'Knight Airport, Tampa, Florida, about
5 minutes before the accident.
According to witnesses at the airport, the airplane departed to the south, and then turned back towards the airport. The
airplane then flew northbound over the runway, about 50 feet above ground level. The pilot added full power to the
engine and the airplane started to climb. The airplane was then seen in a steep climb, turned left, and spiraled nose

Judy Willey had sent over her powerpoint slide for me to have a look at, as part of their "Oregon International Airshow -- Hillsboro" media package. That was about 5 Mb, so I reworked it into a .pdf (about 500k now -- still big but
better) and have moved it up to my webspace if anyone else wants to have a look. I've run off a couple copies and
posted 'em at work. With my name jotted down at the bottom, they've already drawn a couple comments from coworkers...
http://www.siletzbay.com/eaa105/Bits/AirShowFlyer-print.pdf
Benton 16mar03
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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Open Your Mind
Not all RV’s are powered with Lycomings. While it is easy to write these experimenters off as crazy and ill-informed
I thought I would share some recent graphics from the alternative engine crowd, namely the rotary engine groupies. I
found the graphics alone surpassed what McDonnell-Douglas had when I worked for them. As you can see these
guys aren’t just bolting car engines on to airframes and hoping it will work.

Here, finite element analysis is done on part of a PSRU
housing. Deflection is graphically exaggerated and can
also be seen in animation mode as well.

A close up of the ear that attaches to the engine mount.

This models a Tailwind with
the radiator mounted below the
engine. Variable pitch louvers
attempt to replace the exit ducting typically used or needed.
Colors depict air velocities (red
fast, blue slow)

Here is a cross-sectional representation of Perry’s
cooling scoop and radiator, mathematically depicting the turbulence and pressure differences. I found
the convex shape of the inner wall below the radiator
core to be non-intuitive. It turns out that a concave
wall is turbulent.
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If I Ran Van’s
No one submitted any ideas, so I guess it’s my turn again. You know, I was taken aback once when I heard my
brother tell his son, “oh, you know Uncle Kevin, the crabby one”. I’m not bitching, these are great, constructive, easy
to implement ideas I’m giving out for free. The first one costs but several sheets of paper.
The idea of a legend to indicate what rivet goes where may seem like a good idea, but when you’re actually riveting, when you’ve got a friend over volunteering precious time, those little symbols look too much alike. The other
confusing aspect is that you build the fuselage upside down and the drawings are right-side up. Sure you can rotate
the drawing, but that seems as irritating as the suggestion of flying south with the sectional upside down- it doesn’t
work. (GPS’s fixed that one) So why not some big drawings, maybe the fuselage would take several sheets, with
rivets indicated with labels like 3-3.5 or 4-4? How about F4-4 for flush rivets so I don’t have to remember if a flush
rivet is labeled AN470 or AN426, since I really don’t care.
I am surprised that all of the parts we receive aren’t labeled permanently. It seems everything we buy now has
some way to trace it back to the location and date of manufacture, even telling us that “Ernie” made this paper bag. It
would be nice if all the parts numbers could get etched into the part somehow. It is too easy to lose tract of the part
number after it’s been cleaned. I try to remember to write on the parts with the vibrating pencil, especially to label
lefts and rights, but it is easy to miss some.
-kevin

Confessions of a Junk Tool Junkie
While some builders attempt to build a shop that mimics Boeing/Renton, others realize they are building but
one airplane, and heck, at these prices the tools are just about disposable. I must admit that I own practically all of
the items below, plus many, many more. I clipped these ads from the most recent Harbor Freight flyer. If you
haven’t been there yet, well, it’s an experience. (don’t go
on a Saturday morning if
there’s a sale)
-kevin
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I'm a Man, and I Can Change, If I Have To, I Guess
My article on my trip to SNF2002 prompted many responses. Some were as expected, but Randy's and Ken's
caught me totally off guard. Ken had called me and said he wanted to talk with me. I assumed he was trying again
to get me to work on his house remodel,
since he had mentioned it in the past.
When I talked with him several days
later he said that Randy was going to be
with him and that he couldn't really talk
about it at work. Wow, this isn't about
carpentry. And Randy, Mr. Entrepreneur, they must have some business
idea, cool. So the guys showed up at my
house, which isn't exactly close for either of them. They wanted to talk to
me about my flying.
Apparently I
scared more than myself. I was actually
quite bowled away at what was taking
place. Yeah, I write this stuff, but I didn't think anyone cared that much. And I
Scott’s Bluff, NE - the next morning
really think that Randy wasn't worried
about not having enough newsletter articles or Ken about an unfinished -8 wing kit. As I stated in my article, I am aware of the need to change my ways.
Having a passenger or not shouldn't change the way you make decisions to fly or stay on the ground. Part of my
process of fixing this problem was to write about it, neither covering up the facts nor exaggerating the circumstances. For me, writing things down often helps me define the situation as I attempt to explain and understand exactly what I'm doing. So on Memorial Day, Bob Neuner and I decided to fly down to the Alvord Desert. The
weather was holding out for the day and the trip went well. We decided to have lunch in Winnemucca. By the time
we got back to central Oregon the weather had finally started to move in. Redmond was still OK but by Madras
visibility was, well, what do they call it, three miles, five, I don't know. When you're there and trying to fly in it you
know. Bob was pushing to go on to The Dalles. Here it was, a classic case, and only weeks after the big lecture. I
turned around and headed back to Madras. Bob would have tried to go through if I had said so, I'm sure. There's a
small mountain range north of Madras. Stuff looked really skuddy near it. No one was home at Madras, so we flew
back to Redmond. While parking I blew a brake, fortunately as I was making my last turn. We rented a car and
drove home that night. The next day I drove to Van's and to Redmond. The brake repair took longer than expected. What a mess. I must have bled the brakes 4 times, all over the ramp. When the pads get worn and the rotor
is perhaps a bit thinner than new it is possible to blow the puck out and lose all the fluid. It is also possible to burst
the O-ring too, as the puck pushes out. Then when I thought it was repaired the brake line broke off at the flare. I
went through a bunch of fluid. That stuff feels real good on cuts and dissolves bandages. The FBO there was great
in loaning me a flaring tool and a new nut and sleeve. I had to force money on them in return. So I gingerly taxied
out, hours later than I had expected. By the time I had gotten to Hood River it was down to like three miles
again. One of the kids that work at the airport gave me a ride to the Panda restaurant where I met my wife for din(Continued on page 19)
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ner and a ride home. On the ride home I was able to confirm my decision. Several times I couldn't see the other
side of the river. In one place there was a 50' fog layer with another clear layer and more fog, just like a DQ parfait.
Tuesday, Brian gave me a ride to Hood River, where I picked up my plane, flew back to Troutdale to pick up Bob,
and flew to Redmond to pick up his plane. A lot of work for a crummy lunch in Winnemucca. This past weekend
I flew to northern Wisconsin to visit my brother Michael. On my return trip I got to North Platte, NE. It is quite
common to have afternoon thunderstorms in the area northeast out of Denver through Cheyenne. Well, they were
there, showing yellow and orange on the radar with tops over 50K on the radar screen. Another pilot reported that
he had just flown through them from the west. I decided to give it a try and started working my way north east looking for a break in the cells. I finally saw a big opening and banked the plane to the west. At the moment the wings
leveled a bolt of lightning shot out of the clouds, exactly where I had intended to go. A little voice told me that I
didn't have a clue as to what I was doing, and I cranked off a 180 degree turn. I raced the front to Torrington, but we
both seemed to be arriving at the same time. Gusts to 40mph didn't seem worth it, so it was 35 miles east to Scott's
Bluff. Sure enough, with the plane secure in a big hangar, the cells blew through and the temperature must have
dropped 20 degrees in less than an hour. There was another line of cells behind this one, so I decided to call it quits
for the day. A pilot in a 310 who landed as the wind shifted with the cell arrival almost ran off the runway, having
touched down past the halfway mark. His passengers were unaware of what had almost occurred. His smoking tires
should have been a clue. So, see, I am changing my ways. I have been thinking about what all of you have said and
how you have reacted to what I have written. Gee, and getting to visit Redmond and Scott's Bluff , too. I hope,
while hanging out my dirty laundry, that you, too, will think about your personal minimums and turn-around decision points. Talk about them, find out what others do. These high performance planes can get us into trouble literally in a few seconds of indecision. I know, babes, do I know.
Kevin (written last year)

Info for you. Bell (as well as Cessna) is a Textron company With all the recent news surrounding the shuttle tragedy
as well as discussions in the military and commercial aircraft
operations arena regarding airframe integrity, the photo below shows some unusual airframe cracking at the Bell helicopter facility in Ft. Worth. Cracks in the airframe are a very
serious issue. Important news for those of you interested in
aerospace. This could be the tip of the iceberg, no telling how
deep this runs.

RV GRINS

When I first read someone’s comment, “that has to be
the world’s ugliest plane” I figured they were exaggerating. So I downloaded the pic. Guess I’d have to agree.
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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Chill Len, it’s only Structural :-)
I just came across a problem with missing rivets
in my RV-8 Quickbuild and thought it would be
worthwhile passing it on through the newsletter.
DWG 27, SECTION C-C" (middle left) calls
for AN470AD4-6 rivets in 8 places on the F810C. This angle is hidden under the F-819PP
and cannot be seen without a mirror and flashlight.
My
Quickbuild has only

oops

6 rivets in place -- rivets on both ends are
missing (and no holes drilled). I called Van's
and they said that the end rivets are the most
important structurally. So I must now find a
way to drill and set these rivets. I don't know
if the same problem will exist on other RV8s, or perhaps other Quickbuild models, but it
is certainly worth a look.
Len
Kauffman
Len - In such a difficult location, perhaps a
pair of bolts might be easier to install, rather
than rivets. Will you have to remove the
H&V-stabs, or can you crawl down the tail
cone and drill it?
- kevin

Where Am I ?
Hint - believe it or not there’s fly-in hot tubbing close
by
Last month’s answer - you’d be sitting in the back seat
of Harmon’s -8.
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The Tool CRIB
Being a current Home Wing entitles you to access the group’s tools, a major benefit. The Home Wing owns a growing selection of those expensive and seldom-used tools that are very nice to have access to. This program is managed
by The Toolmeister: Brent Ohlgren, 503-288-8197, obrento@aracnet.com. Please help protect the group’s assets,
observe our Tool Policy:
Home Wing Tool Policy:

•

Everything goes through Brent — do not give the tool to another member.

•

Brent will keep an accurate sign-out sheet for each item so he knows where it is at all times.

•

Brent will inspect all tools upon their return. If there is any damage he will ask you to pay for the repair . More
Tool Crib rules can be found at the Home Wing website

EAA Technical Counselors & Flight
Advisers
The following Home Wing members have volunteered as technical counselors
under the EAA Technical Counselor program:

• Dan Benua 503-621-3323 danb@synopsys.com (EAA Ch. 105, RV-6A builder, Hillsboro-Scappoose-Portland area)
• Jerry Darrah 503-254-9992 (EAA Ch. 902, A&P, Glastar builder, Portland-Troutdale area)
• Randall Henderson 503-297-5045 randallh@attbi.com (EAA Ch. 105, RV-6 builder, Hillsboro-Portland area)
• Randy Lervold 360-817-9091, randy@rv-8.com (EAA Ch. 105, RV-8 builder, Vancouver/Portland area)
• Dave Lewis, Sr. 503-690-8237 (EA Ch. 105, multiple RV builder, Hillsboro-Portland area)
• Brian Moentenich 503-666-7518, Brian.L.Moentenich@usace.army.mil (EAA Ch. 902, RV-6A builder, PortlandTTD area)

• Mike Robertson 503-681-5537 mrobert569@hotmail.com (FAA A&P w/IA, RV-8A builder, Hillsboro-Portland)

The following Home Wing members have volunteered as flight advisors
under the EAA Flight Advisor program:

•

Dave Lewis, Sr. 503-690-8237 (EA Ch. 105, multiple RV builder, Hillsboro-Portland area)
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Home Wing info:
A non-profit volunteer organization dedicated to building and flying Van’s RV Series Aircraft
Home Wing Management Team:
Newsletter Editors................................ Kevin Lane 503-233-1818, n3773@attbi.com
........................................................... Mike McGee 503 534-1219, jmpcrftr@teleport.com
Newsletter Print Publisher .................... Randy Griffin 360-944-7400, skydog-8@attbi.com
Membership (dues & database)............. Randy Lervold 360-817-9091, randy@rv-8.com
Meeting Coordinator ............................ Randall Henderson 503-297-5045, randallh@attbi.com
Flying Activities Coordinator ................ Randall Henderson 503-297-5045, randallh@attbi.com
Annual Fly-in Boss .............................. Don Wentz 503-543-2298
Home Wing web site ........................... www.vanshomewing.org
Webmaster .......................................... Randall Henderson randallh@attbi.com

Classifieds...
FOR SALE/WANTED

Duckworks Landing Lights - Retro-fittable,
light, easy installation. Kits start at $75, check
‘em out at www.duckworksaviation.com
Shop space for rent at HIO. Power and light
available. Perfect for
building RV parts. Contact Mike at 503-3561923.
I don’t know if you all have heard but I got the big “pink
slip” last Wednesday morning (ouch)! Fortunately I had
been already looking for a new job and they called me that
same afternoon and hired me (talk about timing). So…I
was in a layoff state (stupor) for about 4 hours which is as
long as anyone should have to endure such uncertainty. Unfortunately, there are only so many aerospace
companies in the world and one has to be flexible in order
to keep working. I my case that means I have to move out
of state to Florida (no more cold weather and close to Sun
N-Fun, cool). In any case, since I’m only renting this
house at Sunset Airpark, that means it will be available for
someone who might be interested in living on an airstrip. The house should be available around late April or
Early May and if anyone is interested the details are as
follows:
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Single story ranch style home with LARGE 2 car garage
(makes a great shop, RV-4s and -6s will fit inside with the
wings ON)
Large living room, medium kitchen with attached dining
area, 2 bedrooms (1 larger master and 1 smaller), 2 bathrooms, laundry/storage room with washer/dryer, access to
main 3000 foot grass runway and large building available
for use as hanger (negotiate with landlord). Water is supplied by a well and the only utility you have to pay is electricity. It’s a pretty nice place built in 1964 with hardwood
floors throughout. NO pets. I you are interested contact
George or Patricia Marco at: 503.647.2621.

If you’d like you can call me (Dean Psiropoulos) at 503970-3514 and I’d be glad to tell you anything you’d like to
know about it, or show you around if I haven’t moved yet.
RV-6A(O-320, VFR, FP, 800hrs)- I would consider
sharing my -6A for costs for a period of 6 months
(4/18 - 10/18). plane was custom built for tall pilot. No new pilots, please.
Kevin Lane (503) 233-1818
Experienced Builder Wanted
Need experienced help building my RV6A. Slow
build kit approx. 20% complete. Anxious to complete and fly. If interested please call Virgil Mays
at (503)543-7697 to discuss project and compensation. Or e-mail to vetteman@centurytel.net.
5/03

Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
Kevin Lane, Editor
102 NE 53rd Ave
Portland, OR 97213 (503) 233-1818
n3773@attbi.com

Mike McGee, the Other Editor
793 9th Street
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 503-534-1219
jmpcrftr@teleport.com

Home Wing Membership Sign-up/Renewal
To join or renew, fill out this form and mail to Randy Lervold, 5228 NW 14th Circle, Camas, WA 98607, along
with $10 for renewals or new subscriptions. Please make checks payable to either Randy Lervold or Home Wing.
If you are renewing you only need to give your name, payment method, and any other information that has
changed. Please don’t forget your e-mail address and newsletter distribution method.
Use this form for address changes too!
name –
address –
cityhome phone/work phonee-mail addressEAA chapter –
Payment – cash( ) check( ) (payable to Home Wing)
Info change only , such as building status or address change-( )

Building – RV3( ) RV4( )

RV6( )/6A( )

RV7( )/7A( )

RV8( )/8A( )

RV9( )/9A( )

Status – empennage( ) wings( ) fuselage( ) finish( ) flying( )
*note – only e-mail(acrobat PDF format) delivery of newsletter is available for new members, no snail mail (USPS)
- -above info to appear in a member roster listing available to members only

Mail to:

Randy Lervold
5228 NW 14th Circle
Camas, WA 98607

April 2003

IMPORTANT: The Van’s Air Force Home Wing newsletter is in no way a publication of Van’s Aircraft or any other corporation. All products
reviewed or mentioned are not necessarily recommended for use by the Home Wing, but are included for informational purposes only. All
building or flying tips represented only the means by which the builder whose name is associated with the tip chose to build or fly his/her aircraft. Builder’s tips are not meant to replace the plans and instructions from Van’s Aircraft. All information is presented only as a source of
information, and this newsletter is a forum for exchange and the sharing of ideas and construction methods only. NO responsibility or liability
is assumed, expressed, or implied as to the suitability, accuracy, safety or approval thereof. Any party using the suggestions, ideas, or examples
does so at their own risk and discretion and without recourse against anyone. The editor of the Home Wing newsletter and the builder’s tips
submitters are not responsible for any product, incorrect construction, design failure, unsafe aircraft operation practice, nor any other peril.
Any material printed within may not be reprinted without specific permission, and then should include credit to the original source and author.
The Home Wing newsletter is published more or less monthly. Subscriptions are $10/year. Complimentary issue for new builders upon request.
Mail or e-mail all subscriptions, ideas, tips, tricks, and articles to the newsletter editor.

Subscription Due Dates

Mail subscribers: Your renewal date is in the upper right corner of your mailing label. Use the form at the back of
this newsletter if there are any changes, otherwise just mail a check to the editor, or pay at a meeting.
E-mail subscribers: Look for your name and renewal date in the e-mail that the newsletter is attached to.
All subscription data is tracked in an Access database. Data entry errors can happen - if you find an error in your
renewal date please contact the Randy Lervold.
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